Colors of our FAVORITE FRUITS!

Do you know the colors of these yummy fruits? Follow the instructions in each box below and circle the correct fruit!

| Circle the three yellow bananas | ![Bananas](image1.png) |
| Circle the two red apples       | ![Apples](image2.png) |
| Circle the three orange tangerines | ![Tangerines](image3.png) |
| Circle the green pear           | ![Pear](image4.png) |
| Circle the two purple grapes    | ![Grapes](image5.png) |
Fruit Pizza

This is a perfect recipe for young children to make! As long as an adult does the cutting, children can customize their pizza however they'd like. This is also a great after school snack!

Ingredients

Makes: 2 Servings

- 2 rice cakes
- 2 tablespoons of yogurt or cream cheese
- 4 strawberries, sliced
- 8 grapes, sliced
- Any other fruit you like!

Instructions

1. Spread 2 Tbs cream cheese on each rice cake.
2. Arrange sliced strawberries, grapes, or any fruit of your choice on top of the cream cheese!